Modular Seal links
Watertight Pipe Through Wall Seals.
New Torque confirmation windows.
New advanced strong grip rubber elastomer.
New 316L stainless nuts and bolts hardware.
New nuts embedded in pressure plates, no lost parts.

WA-Watertight seals for large diameter pipes.
WA-Seals for fraction and small pipe diameters.

Tightness confirmed by color change window on each bolt.

WA-Modular seal links for large diameter pipes - 72 psi.
Installer assist torque windows confirms optimum tightness of the link.

Westatlantic Tech Corp. suppling pipe sealing technology advanced systems

- simply quicker installed: All yellow widows indicate bolts are correctly tighten
- no waiting time
- no time consuming repeated retightening
- nuts molded in pressure plate - no lost parts

Seal all large pipe sizes up to 120 inch diameter. For use on water, wastewater or Oil/Gas pipes.

Steel pipe, PVC, Ductile Iron, SDR sewer pipe WA-GKD seals are applicable to all pipe types.